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Theorem 1. (i) T(t, x)<~ Clt d/~. 
(ii) Let r(o-) 2= tr~/(1 +( log ty)2). Then S r(lxl/ ?/~) T( t, x) dx<~ C2. 
Theorem 2. Let qt (or) = exp[ - log(1/ ty) / log  log( l /cr ) ] for  0 < o" < e -e and qt(cr) = e e 
for  ty >t e e. Then 
(i) IT(t,x')-Y(t,x)l<~C~s d/~qZ(Ix'-xl/(t-s)~/=)~ (t>s), 
(ii) I T(t ', x) - T(t, x)] ~< C4s -d/~ qt ( ( t ' -  t ) / ( t  - s)) ~ ( t '>  t > s). 
[[3, y and C.'s denote positive constants depending only on a, d, A~ and A2. ] 
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Fukushima developed a stochastic alculus for additive functionals (abbreviated 
as a.f.) of  an m-symmetric Hunt process M = (X,, Px) on X with the Co-regular 
Dirichlet space (~, ~). (X is a locally compact separable metric space and m is a 
Radon measure on X. Cf. [1].) He showed that for u ~ o%the a.f. A~ "l = t~(X~) - if(X0) 
(t~ is a quasi-continuous version of u) admits the decomposit ion A c"] = M EuJ + N L"1, 
where M tul is a martingale a.f. of finite energy and N t"j is a continuous a.f. of zero 
energy. Let N~ be the space of all continuous a.f.'s of  zero energy. 
Theorem 1. The following conditions are equivalent for  N c ?¢'c: 
(1) So+ Sx Ex[Nt]2/t  2 dm(x)dt  isfinite. 
(2) There exists a unique u c ~ such that Nt = S~ u~-Sto u(Xs)  ds. 
Next we shall state an application of  Fukushima's theory to the transformation 
of drift. Consider 
L= i.~ , aij(x) , £=L+ 2 b, (x)  (xcRS), 
i= l  
where (ao(x))  is symmetric, uniformly elliptic and bounded Borel measurable and 
(hi(x))  is bounded Borel measurable. 
Theorem 2. We get the diffusion process on R d corresponding to f~ by applying the 
transformation o f  drift to the diffusion process corresponding to L. 
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